
Management Reports 
Here are samples of the hundreds of reports you can gener-

ate with SopeePeo)ect Expert.  
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When your project management requirements change, 
Computer Associates offers a family of compatible 
SopeePeoject programs tailored for your grossing needs 
Check the Table of Features below for the SopeeProject 
that is just right for you! 

FEATURE 	 PLUS ExPERT EXPERT/2 

Tasks Per Project (Mas) 	 1,560 	1,560 Unlimited 

AtttgnmentLeadLag 	 o 	o 

ASAP, ALAP, Span, Mott Scheduling 	o 	o 
Task Text Notes (Max 5K) 	 o 	 o 

Integrated Subprojects 	 o 	 o 

Mainframe Link(3) 	 o 	o 

Export/Import (Partial or All) 	(1) 	o 

Resource Leveling  Across Pro j ects 	 X 	 X 

Resource Smoothing 	 X 	 X 

Split Assignments 	 o 
Shift Scheduling 	 X 	 X 

Probabilit y  Scheduling 	 X 	 X 

Built-In Graphics Output 	 0 

Plotter Support 	 o 

Macros Commands 	 X 	 X 

Netseorking(2) 	 o 	 (4) 

(1) Exporting  Only  

(2) Supports NoeelE3Conc  IBM Token Ring' Networks (L4NPAKrequired) 

(3) CA- TELLAPLANwith CA-PlanLinks'Utilit y  Optional 

(4) Networkin g  available with IBM OS12' Version 1. 1 

Contains 5 1  a" and 31  a" program diskettes Supports 
Screen Displays op to 66littes by 255 columns and a ride 
sanely of graphic dot matrix and laser printers, and large 
format plotters. 

System Requirements 
IBM PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 and compatibles Two double-
sided diskettes driers or hard disk drive. Minimum of 
384K memory required; 512K recommended. 80 Col-
umn Mono, CGA, EGA, or VGA display. IBM DOS 2.0 
oe higher or IBM Ob 210 



Complete Project Management 
SnpeePenject Expert isan invaluable resource and project 

management tool for virtually every manages and every 
project. Now complete control over resources, scheduling, 
and costs isat your fingertips with the most advanced and 
comprehensive project management software available.  
SnpeePeoject Expert's award -winning design is sophisticated 
enough to content the largest, most complex projects, set 
easy enough for every manager touse.  

Easy and Intuitive to Use 
With SnpeePeoject Expert, your personal composes 

becomes your project organizer. Project planning isstraight-
forward and intuitive. Use the new Outline [Work Break-
down Structure to instantly create a project or a list 01 

activities to be performed. In a "top down" fashion, simply 
list the tasks, specify durations or designate milestones, and 
assign resources. Your task list automatically reflects sched-
uled start and finish dates in the SnpeePeoject Expert PERT 
Ccli and With Breakdown structures.  

Job Oriented Scheduling 
In seal-life, resource conflicts often arise. SnpeePeoject 

Expert handles them with ease, across related and unrelated 
projects. Priorities can be designated by task or project 
phase with the added ability to split resource assignments 
by priority, shift, and even assign resources on a part-time or 

Multiple Resource Calendars and Res(iciocc Histograms 
make it easy to track resource assignments and schedules.  

One graphic help scti,cn' are your constant on-line instruc-
tor. There's a context sonsttioo help screen for every field in 
the program. And with SnpeePenlect Expert's SnpeeCal04 
Lotus 1-2-3 0  user interface pins the' "pull -down" menu 

even  beginner quickly becomes an expert.  

Comprehensive Planning 
All the proven professional project management tech- 

niques 
 

are at your service PERT, Gantt, and Critical Path 
Method And SnpeePtoject Expert beings you added options 
for maximum content You can set npunlimited tasks and 
multiple subprojects, with handy Beginning and End Task 
Boxes to make linking fast and easy ASAP, ALAP, MUST, and 
SPAN scheduling provide complete flexibility. The Probabil-
ity Analysis shoe's you best case, likely, and worst case task 
completion times at a glance. With the Task Gantt Outline, 
project planning can be performed with outline style 
hierarchical summarization. Each project phase, forming op 
to nine outline levels, can collapse and expand the 'cEedol 

'sit details of pro j ect.  

Built-in word processing capabilities let you attach com- 
plete 

 
notes to any task. Use op to 5K of tent to clarify plan' 

and objectives. And the Outliner, PERT Cacti, and Work 
Breakdown structure are tightly integrated, schanges  
an y  one are automatically inall.  

Flexible, Comprehensive Reporting 
Planning and scheduling alone do not manage projects. 

There are many people to be kept informed, and it takes 
timely, cleat, and understandable reports to do that 
SnpeePeoject Expert provides a wide variety of standard 
reports and the ability to create unlimited customized 
reports. All customized reports can be easily defined, and 
saved with their Select Criteria. Use built-in SIDEWAYS to 
print long reports horizontally —even define multiple SIDE-
WAYS tiles and print them using one easy to create macro.  
And SnpeePtoject Expert lets you choose from over 75 
types nt printers and plotters, including popular laser print- 
ers 

 
and large format plotters. 

Project tracking isvital, too. SnpeePtoject Expert allows 
comparisons between actual dates versus planned, sched-
uled dates versus planned, and Earned Value measured by 
comparing costs-to-date against projected completion costs 
utilizing Percentage Complete Status. SnpeePsoject Expert 
keeps you onschedule, within budget, and on top 

Effective Communication and Linking 
Producing customized charts ts easy using bnpeePeoject 

Expert's built-in interface tt'tth SnpesCalc4 In addition, 
SopesPeofect Expert exports and imports data in dBase III 
Lotus 1-2-3,  and Comma Separated Value formats. Full local 
area network capabilities support connectivity among 
departments. And you can take advantage of sophisticated 
mainframe graphics with not miceo to maioft,imo links 
CA PLANLINKS to CA TEl LAPCAN 

Grow With SuperProject Expert 
You know hose to plan projects, and SnpesP soject Expert 

gives you the flexibility to plan your projects your may.  
Choose your experience level—beginner, intermediate,  
sjc'ii Ot customize the program sn best suit your cod 


